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Ashley
5.0 out of 5 stars
Enthralling

Reviewed in the United States !  on March 22, 2023

Verified Purchase

The ever-expanding group of Seekers persists in their pursuit of Diana, who remains 
resolute in her quest for the Emerald Crystal. As the story unfolds, the characters 
evolve, forging new friendships and bonds of love. The relationships between Brad and 
David, as well as Rascal and James, are particularly endearing. Diana Daggart, the 
story's tenacious antagonist, is driven by her desire for the power the Emerald Crystal—
once belonging to Atlantis—promises. She is a compelling character who learns from 
her mistakes and draws upon her past incarnations' experiences in her bid for global 
dominance. Diana's unique brand of spirituality adds depth to her character and 
enriches the narrative.
The novel adeptly introduces the Seekers' beliefs through an encounter with Selena, 
providing valuable insights into the importance of free will in their spiritual journey. 
Ford's world-building is nothing short of extraordinary, immersing readers in a fantastical 
realm that is both enthralling and thought-provoking. Eager anticipation builds for the 
third installment, as the story leaves readers wondering about the fate of the potentially 
unusable Emerald Crystal in Belmopan. Diana's ongoing investment in crystal 
replication research, despite her dwindling trust in those around her, adds an intriguing 
layer to the narrative. As her inner circle narrows to Tyrone alone and the Seekers' 
ranks continue to swell, the stage is set for a riveting continuation of this remarkable 
series.
I highly recommend reading this well-crafted, immersive journey through an exquisitely 
constructed world. The character development, plot, and overarching themes are 
expertly executed, leaving readers eagerly awaiting the next installment in this 
enthralling series.

==================================================================

https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AFR7BJABHZ7TVHCQK7SFRRYZ4V4Q/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_gw_btm?ie=UTF8
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_avp?nodeId=G75XTB7MBMBTXP6W


Ivan

5.0 out of 5 stars
I really enjoyed it.

Reviewed in the United States !  on March 21, 2023

Verified Purchase

Quest for the Emerald Crystal: Spiritual Warriors in Belize marks the captivating 
continuation of Dan Ford's enthralling saga. Picking up from the events of the first novel, 
the relentless Diana Daggert remains determined to claim the elusive Emerald Crystal—
a powerful gem from the lost civilization of Atlantis—despite her previous defeat at the 
hands of the Seekers.

As an avid fan of the first installment, I eagerly delved into this sequel with enthusiasm.

The narrative's evolution is evident, as it transcends the more innocent, easy-to-read 
nature of the initial volume. The introduction of fresh characters to the Seekers group 
adds new layers of dynamics, friendships, and relationships, while the inner workings of 
Diana's organization are explored with a level of realism and maturity that enriches the 
storyline.

Ford's writing continues to captivate, with a noticeable refinement since the first book. 
He masterfully maintains suspense throughout, ensuring an immersive reading 
experience. This novel is highly recommended for those who revel in adventure and are 
eager to let their imaginations soar. Seamlessly blending a tense narrative with 
supernatural elements, "Quest for the Emerald Crystal" transports readers to the 
breathtakingly beautiful landscape of Belize.

A word of caution: This book contains instances of sexual encounters and violence, 
which some readers may find disconcerting. Nonetheless, for those who appreciate 
such elements, this novel promises an enthralling and unforgettable adventure.

==================================================================

https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AFSOPNA7H2JTV5QKYXLCRVP4T2UQ/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_gw_btm?ie=UTF8
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1OCQI0OS04HZB/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B0BXFNL2GL
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Nela
5.0 out of 5 stars
A truly remarkable and captivating read
Reviewed in the United States !  on March 21, 2023
Verified Purchase

The Seekers, now joined by new Spiritual Warriors, engage in a fierce struggle against 
Diana Daggert, who seeks to obtain the fabled Emerald Crystal—a powerful relic from 
the legendary civilization of Atlantis—in her quest for global domination. It is essential to 
note that this metaphysical fiction saga is tailored for adult readers, as it delves into 
philosophical discourse and contains scenes of violence and sexuality. The narrative 
accentuates the primal aspects of its characters, rendering the novel suitable only for 
mature audiences and those who appreciate this type of storyline.

From the outset, I was thoroughly captivated by the immersive universe crafted by Ford. 
The world-building is both rich and intriguing, seamlessly complementing the narrative's 
pace and plot, and effectively stimulating the readers' imagination. Ford's descriptive 
prowess delivers vivid details that fully immerse readers in the characters' experiences, 
transporting them on a fantastical visual journey.

The character development is equally impressive, with each individual's traits 
meticulously delineated. Consequently, the novel features a compelling cast of 
characters, interwoven with an intricate and engaging plot. Furthermore, the thought-
provoking and inspirational nature of the storyline is particularly noteworthy. Ford 
masterfully interlaces existential debates and philosophical inquiries with the suspense 
and intrigue characteristic of a thrilling novel, resulting in an exceptional spiritual 
suspense reading experience. The author achieves a harmonious balance between 
these aspects, further enriching the narrative.

Dan Ford has crafted a truly remarkable and captivating read that is sure to resonate 
with readers seeking both adventure and intellectual stimulation.

=============================================================

Lucia Maranghello

5.0 out of 5 stars
Quite philosophical!
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Reviewed in the United States !  on March 21, 2023
Verified Purchase

Author Dan Ford presents a captivating sequel to the Quest for the Emerald Crystal 
series. Continuing the enthralling narrative, the Seekers pursue Diana to the world's 
second-largest barrier reef and traverse the jungles of Belize. Along their journey, they 
explore and admire the magnificent Mayan ruins while defending themselves against 
Diana and her skilled military team.

A standout feature of this series is its focus on philosophical themes, particularly the 
evolution and origins of individual souls. Some of the ideas and thoughts presented 
within the story may be startling for those uninterested in deeper reflections. However, 
for readers intrigued by the mysteries of our existence and role in the vast world, this 
book offers an engaging and thought-provoking read.

Ford's vivid descriptions of the geography and history of the land further enhance the 
realism of the story, providing an immersive reading experience. This series, with its rich 
blend of philosophical discussions and thrilling narrative, would make an excellent 
choice for book clubs seeking to engage in thought-provoking conversations.

Author Dan Ford maintains the same level of intrigue and quality of writing as seen in 
the previous installment, crafting yet another enthralling chapter in the ongoing battle of 
the Seekers. This book comes highly recommended for fans of adventure and deep 
philosophical exploration.

=============================================================

George
4.0 out of 5 stars
captivating and unique
Reviewed in the United States !  on March 23, 2023

Verified Purchase

In the gripping sequel to the first installment, our protagonist pursues the nefarious 
Diana Daggert to Belize, intent on thwarting her plans for world domination. Despite the 
best efforts of The Seekers in the previous book, Diana manages to seize the powerful 
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Emerald Crystal and has her scientist minions replicate its advanced technology. Now, 
our heroes must recover the crystal and destroy its potent energy source—originally 
harnessed by the ancient Atlantean civilization—before it is too late for humanity.

The author skillfully conveys the urgency of destroying the crystal, recognizing that such 
advanced technology is too dangerous for mankind's grasp. The story only grows more 
thrilling with each turn of the page. As in the first book, the narrative is inclusive in its 
depiction of relationships, featuring romantic subplots that cater to mature readers. The 
novel is thought-provoking and immersive, smoothly introducing new characters with 
connections to the existing cast. The book's diverse and socially aware portrayal of 
characters further enhances its appeal. However, be prepared for the inclusion of 
mature content, such as sexual scenes and violence, which may not be suitable for all 
readers. The intense encounter with a jaguar, for instance, is not for the faint of heart. 
Nevertheless, such scenes contribute to the allure of thought-provoking fantasy novels. 
The author's vivid descriptions of settings and emotions bring the characters to life, 
while the central conflict revolves around the forbidden object—the Emerald Crystal—
which has the power to create or destroy.

For those fascinated by metaphysics, I highly recommend the Quest for the Emerald 
Crystal series. It is a captivating and unique reading experience that will leave you 
eagerly anticipating the next installment.

=============================================================

Celeste S
5.0 out of 5 stars
Amazing adventure story
Reviewed in the United States !  on March 23, 2023

Verified Purchase

In this second book in the series Quest for the Emerald Crystal, the Spiritual Warriors 
continue on their adventure, this time in Belize. Both the warriors and malevolent forces 
vie for the powerful crystal, and the protagonists must risk everything, even their lives, 
to find it. Joined by new allies, their seemingly endless and perilous fight unfolds. Will 
they prevail?

I was immediately immersed into this story that I finished it in a single sitting. Ford 
skillfully maintains the story's intrigue, captivating both returning and new readers alike. 
The plot's pacing, propelled by action sequences, is perfectly complemented by the 
author's vivid descriptions of landscapes and characters. In my opinion, the novel's 
primary strength lies in the exceptional character development. Ford has crafted a 
diverse array of compelling personalities, each with distinct traits and appearances, and 
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their engaging relationships and conversations contribute to the story's appeal. Ford 
revisits the timeless battle between good and evil—a theme explored throughout 
literature and history—and reinvigorates it with philosophical inquiries, captivating 
readers' imaginations and offering a refreshingly original take. The novel's unique blend 
of action, adventure, spirituality, and philosophy results in an enthralling narrative that 
both entertains and provokes reflection.

==================================================================

ostrich

4.0 out of 5 stars
Intriguing
Reviewed in the United States !  on March 21, 2023
Verified Purchase

Following the events of "Spiritual Warriors in the Bahamas," this groundbreaking and 
imaginative series sequel, set in an alternate universe, sees the intrepid Seekers 
journey to Belize, pursued relentlessly by formidable mercenaries intent on obstructing 
their quest. While the narrative is undoubtedly engaging, the sheer number of 
characters occasionally becomes overwhelming, leaving the reader longing for a more 
streamlined cast. Additionally, a broader range of character diversity would be welcome, 
as the homogeneous attractiveness of the protagonists tends to detract from the novel's 
appeal. Moreover, a more rigorous editing process, extending to the Amazon book 
description itself, would enhance the overall quality of this second offering.

Despite these critiques, the remarkable effort invested in crafting such an expansive tale 
of adventure, suspense, and growth is commendable. The novel's travelogue aspect, 
the characters' spiritual journey, and the intriguing anthropological elements contribute 
to the uniqueness and allure of this series, allowing it to stand out in the saturated 
market of science fiction, fantasy, and alternate-earth narratives. I look forward to 
reading more from this author.

============================================================
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H.S

5.0 out of 5 stars
A highly unique read!

Reviewed in the United States !  on March 21, 2023

Verified Purchase

Quest for the Emerald Crystal invites readers to embark on an exhilarating adventure 
alongside a team of intrepid Seekers, as they contend with the formidable Diana 
Daggert in pursuit of the enigmatic lost Emerald Crystal. The narrative is infused with 
thought-provoking philosophical discourse, rendering it an exceptional choice for mature 
readers seeking both intellectual engagement and high-octane excitement. From 
delving into the depths of the world's second-largest barrier reef to navigating the dense 
jungles of Belize and uncovering the secrets of Mayan ruins, the Seekers' odyssey is 
truly captivating.

However, potential readers should be aware that the novel contains instances of intense 
violence and unsettling scenarios, including sexual and social situations. Despite these 
cautionary elements this book serves as an inspiring and provocative thriller that keeps 
readers on the edge of their seats. The novel's characters are meticulously crafted, 
alluring, and diverse in their personalities, fostering a genuine connection with readers 
and allowing them to become fully invested in each character's unique story. The 
intricate philosophical discussions woven throughout the book are compelling and 
accessible, adding a profound dimension to the overarching narrative.

This book is a must-read for those seeking an enthralling adventure replete with deep 
philosophical exploration, multifaceted characters, and a hint of romance. The novel's 
eloquent prose and engaging style make it effortless for readers to become immersed in 
the world of the Seekers and their expedition through Belize. While the mature content 
may not be suitable for everyone, those who can appreciate it will undoubtedly find 
themselves enthralled by this inspiring thriller.
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